Performance Committee
Goodwill Café
October 26th, 2017 @ 10:00 AM – 11:30 AM
Attendees:

5 Minutes  Welcome, introductions, **identify a minute taker**

70 Minutes

- Employment Strategy: Additional convening forthcoming
- Discussion of defining exit to permanent destination as a community: Julie/Gary, see following pages
- Report/Data requests come through Performance Committee, special reports? Gary/Julie
- How can we connect reports community wide? Gary/Julie
- Data/Performance for coming year and work on strategies for each reaching each goal: Rence to lead the discussion

15 Minutes  Open discussion

Adjourn: 11:30 AM
Next Meeting: November 23rd, 2017—cancelled as this is Thanksgiving, December 28th, 2017
OPTION 1 - All-encompassing Doubled Up definition:

The CoCB exit to permanent destinations for the exits below is as follows: If a client plans is exiting to a destination of staying with family or friends that exit can be considered permanent tenure if EITHER: the client plans on staying for at least 90 days, has an executed lease for a permanent residence, or has a confirmed appointment with a permanent housing program (to the best knowledge and discretion of the case manager or client). All other scenarios shall be considered temporary tenure.

_____ Staying or living with family, permanent tenure (HUD)
_____ Staying or living with family, temporary tenure (e.g., room, apartment or house) (HUD)
_____ Staying or living with friends, permanent tenure (HUD)
_____ Staying or living with friends, temporary tenure (e.g., room apartment or house) (HUD)

SCENARIO: An emergency Shelter has 50 clients exiting, 30 have signed leases or confirmed VASH voucher but will be temporarily staying with family, 10 have a confirmed spot for PSH project but will be staying with friends for a short term stay while in transition, and 10 will be staying with the family for the next year.

OUTCOME: 100% Permanent Placement; 100% Permanent Doubled Up Destination

OPTION 2 - Literal Doubled Up Definition with alternate Destination Use:

The CoCB exit to permanent destinations for the exits below is as follows: If a client plans is exiting to a destination of staying with family or friends that exit can be considered permanent tenure if the client plans on staying for at least 90 days (to the best knowledge and discretion of the case manager or client). All other scenarios shall be considered temporary tenure.

_____ Staying or living with family, permanent tenure (HUD)
_____ Staying or living with family, temporary tenure (e.g., room, apartment or house) (HUD)
_____ Staying or living with friends, permanent tenure (HUD)
_____ Staying or living with friends, temporary tenure (e.g., room apartment or house) (HUD)

If a client is staying with family temporarily but has a signed/executed lease either thru RRH or VASH or other subsidy program then the destination should be one of the following:

_____ Rental by client, no ongoing housing subsidy (HUD)
_____ Rental by client, with RRH or equivalent subsidy (HUD)
_____ Rental by client, with VASH subsidy (HUD)
_____ Rental by client, with GPD TIP subsidy (HUD)
_____ Rental by client, with other ongoing housing subsidy (HUD)

If a client has a confirmed placement scheduled with a PSH project then the destination should be:

_____ Permanent housing (other than RRH) for formerly homeless persons (HUD)
SCENARIO: An emergency Shelter has 50 clients exiting, 30 have signed leases or confirmed VASH voucher but will be temporarily staying with family, 10 have a confirmed spot for PSH project but will be staying with friends for a short term stay while in transition, and 10 will be staying with the family for the next year.

OUTCOME: 100% Permanent Placement; 60% Rental by Client, 20% Permanent Housing, and 20% Permanent Doubled Up Destination

NOTE: For Either option it is important for the exiting entity to verify with the permanent housing provider that placement is secured or that leases are in place as that should mean that those agencies should have already done their data entry with residence prior completed, which will ensure that the clients homeless/chronic status will not be affected by the exit destination used.